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Photograph 42 - View of Ain Zaf looking SW.
Photograph 43 - Ain Zaf - North Wall of “Old Church” showing niches and traces of texts.
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Photograph 44 - Ain Zaf - Graffiti on West Wall of south room.
Photograph 45 - Ain Zaf East - Tomb up wadi - view towards NE.
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Photograph 46 - Ain Zaf West - The building in the center is the modern “dig” house. In the distance you can see the watchtower called Tahunet el-Hawa.
Photograph 47 - Deir el Bagawat - View looking North (the main chapel is to the left of center).
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Photograph 48 - Deir el Bagawat - View of West Wall of Main Chapel.
Photograph 49 - Deir el Bagawat - View of collapsed West Wall Inscriptions.
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Photograph 50 - Deir el Bagawat - 1995 photo of inscriptions on collapsed section of wall.
Photograph 51 - Deir el Bagawat - View of East Wall and Part of the North Wall of the Chapel.
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Photograph 52 - Deir el Bagawat - View of Room 1.
Photograph 53 - Deir el Bagawat - View of South Wall of Room 2.
Photograph 54 - Deir el Bagawat - View of East Wall of Room 3.
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Photograph 55 - Gebel Teir - View of Hill at Top of Wadi - Zone 4 is located to the right of the large hill in the middle of the photo.
Photograph 56 - Gebel Teir - Entrance to the Cave at Zone 4.
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Photograph 57 - Gebel Teir - View of Central Portion of East Wall - The figure of Mary and the Child are in the center. Apa Mena is the damaged figure at the lower left. Ayme’s graffito is modern and covers over an earlier dipinto.
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Photograph 58 - Gebel Teir - Coptic Graffito Damaged by Antiquities Thieves.
Photograph 59 - Gebel Teir - View of North End of Zone 5.
Photograph 60 - Bagawat - View Looking North. Tomb 80 is located to the left (with sign). Tomb 25 is on the top of the hill to the right. Tomb 20 is below and to the left of tomb 25 (not visible on this photograph).
Photograph 61 - Bagawat - Tomb 80 - Figure of Eirene.

Photograph 62 - Bagawat - Tomb 80 - Examples of Coptic Graffiti.
Photograph 63 - Bagawat - View of Tomb 25 (entrance on right).

Photograph 64 - Bagawat - Tomb 25 - Scene of the Sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham.
Photograph 65 - Bagawat - Tomb 25 - Sample Graffito.

Photograph 66 - Bagawat - Tomb 20 - View to North.
Photograph 67 - Bagawat - Tomb 20 - North Wall.